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PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION IN ODES

R. M. M. MATTHEW AND S. J. WRIGHT!

Abstract. We discuss t.he solut.ion of paramet.rized linear difference equations subject to (possibly overdetermined) side
condit.ions. By viewing t.he problem as a structured quadratic program and using techniques from matrix perturbation theory,
we discuss well conditioning of the problem and its consequences for t.he dist.ribution of the side conditions and parameter coef
ficients. An efficient, stable, and parallel algorithm is described, t.ogether with computational results on current multiprocessor
comput.er archit.ectures.
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1. Introduction. The linear parameter identification problem in ordinary differential equations con
sists of finding a smooth function xC) : [0,1] -+ IR" and a parameter vector" E IRm such that the sum of
squares

(1.1 ) o::; it < ... < tp ::; 1,

is minimized. The function x(·) is constrained t.o satisfy the linear ODE

(1.2) x(t) = A(t)x(t) + F(t)" + f(t), t E [0,1].

Examples of such problems are discussed by Bock [1], for example. The problem (1.1),(1.2) has a corre
sponding difference equation form, which we express as

(1.3)

subject to

min II~ Mjxj +Z" _ dl1
2

,
x, "':&N+l >. LJ

" . i=l 2

(1.4) i =1,"',N,

where Aj and Cj are n x 11. and Fi is m. x n. The discretization can be obtained by applying algorithms
such as multiple shooting, finite differencing, and collocation to the continuous form (1.1), (1.2). Note that
(1.3), (1.4) is simply an equality-constrained linear least squares problem with a highly structured constraint
matrix.

In this paper, we discuss the conditioning of the problem (1.3), (1.4); that is, the sensitivity of its solution
(Xl, X2, ... , XN+1, >') to pert.urbations in the dat.a. Sufficient. condit.ions for well-conditioning are desscribed
in Section 2, and consequences of well-condit.ioning for t.he coefficient matrices are discussed in Section 3. The
tools that we use in our analysis arise from nUl11cricallinear algebra and matrix perturbation theory. Similar
analytical tools have been used previously in ihis cont.ext.; see, for example, Mattheij [6]. Another approach,
based 011 the structure of the fundament.al solution spaces has received much exposure in the literature (de
Hoog and Matt.heij [3], l'vlattheij [7]). The latter approach is appealing because it is more closely tied to the
difference-equat.ion na.t.ure of t.he problem. However, we concent.rate on t.he linear-algebra-based analysis in
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this paper, since part of our aim here is to demostrate that this approach is quite powerful. Naturally, the
two approaches are related, as we note in the text..

We describe our parallel algorithm in Section 4 and present computational results in Section 5. The
algorithm uses the constraints (1.4) to eliminate subsets of the variables, by using the QR factorization with
column pivoting. The algorithm is similar to the cyclic-reduction strategy for two-point boundary value
problems described in Wright [11], though its extra features allow it to handle the complications that arise
in this more general problem.

The method in this paper is more robust than the one in Mattheij and Wright [8], since it uses globally
identifiable quantities to adjust the elimination procedure. Also, we describe the potentially non-dichotomic
structure of the solution space, which induces the adjustment process. (do we?)

Throughout the paper we use II· II to denote the Euclidean norm of a vector or matrix. The Frobenius
norm of a matrix A E IR tX3 is defined as

2. Well-Conditioning of the Problem. I1er~ we discuss the condit.ioning of equality-constrained
linear least squares problems; that is, the sensit,ivity of their solutions to perturbations in the data. For the
purposes of this section, we ignore the structure in the formulation (1.3), (1.4) and deal instead with the
general structme

(2.1) min !IIMx - 1115 subject to W T x =b,
x

where WE IRIX3
, M E IRill xl , and so on. We assume that the data is scaled so that none of the elements

are too large. To be specific, we assume that II[M 11111 and II[WT 1b]11 are both 1.
We start by defining a little terminology and notation. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a

matrix A E IR lX3 wit,h t ~ 5 is given by

A =U [ ~ ] yT =t (TjtljV[.

.::1

Here, U = [ttl 112 ttl ] anel Y = [til V2 . " V3 ] are orthogonal with dimensions t and 5,

respectively, and S = diag(O'I' 0'2, ... ,0'.• ), where t.he O'j are t.he singular values of A arranged in descending
order; that. is, 0'1 2: 0'2 ~ .. , 2: 0'3 ~ O. Note t.hat IIAII =0'1 and the condit.ion number of A is II:(A) =O'l!rr•.
We say that t.he mat.rix A is well-condit.ioned if h:(A) is not too large.

The condition for x to be a solution of (2.1) is that there exists a La,grange multiplier vector z E IR·
such that

(2.2)

We say that (2.1) is a well-conditioned problem if its solution x is not too sensitive to perturbations in the
data M, w, 1, and b. VVe can make (,his condition explicit by assuming that W has full rank and defining
an orthonormal matrix Y E IRIX(t-.) that spans t.he null space of WT ; that is, WTy =0 and yTy = I. By
decomposing x as

(2.3)

we ca.n rewrite (2.2) as

[

yTUTMY

IVT j\~)T AIY
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By denot.ing the SVDs of Wand MY by

W =L O"i(W)i1iii[,
i:::l

t-s

MY =:L O"i(MY)u;vT,
;:::1

we have from (2.3) that

(2.4)

and

(2.5)
t-s -T(I M )__ " tti - Xw _.

X y - L..J .(MY) Va'
i=1 (1'a

i = 1,2, ... ,N,(2.6)

It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) t.hat. a~ is not. too sensitive t.o perturbations in I, b, M, and w provided
that the following assumpt.ion is true:

ASSUMPTION 1. The m.atrices Wand MY are well conditioned.
This assumption is assumed t.o hold for t.he rest of t.he paper. Since we have assumed that W amd M (and
hence MY) are scaled so that their largest element.s are around 1, we have that 0"1 (W) and (1'1(MY) are also
similar t.o 1. Hence, Assumpt.ion 1 implies t.hat. the smallest singular values O"s(W) and (1't_s(MY) are not
too small.

As an aside, we llote how this llot.ioll of well conditioning naturally ext.ends existing theory for the case
of two-point. boundary value problems and ODEs wit.h multipoint side conditions. Consider the following
discretized multipoint problem:

N+l

L Mixi = d
;:::1

which can be expressed in mat.rix form as

Al B I

[
Xl

]
It

A 2 B 2 h
(2.7)

X2
=

AN BN
XN+l

IN
MI M2 MN MN+l d

where all blocks Ai, B;, and Afi are n x n. The problem is usually said to be well conditioned if the coefficient
mat.rix in (2.72 is well conditioned. As part. of their solut.ion procedure, some algorithms find a fundamental
solut.ion {4>;} i=t l and a particular solut.ion {.i;}~tl sat.isfyillg

<I>i E IR"XIl,

Xi E IRn
,

Ai<I>; + Bi<I>;+l =0,

AiX; + Bi Xi+l = f;,

i = 1,2,. ", N,

i =1,2, ... ,N.

(Both solut.ions are usually founJ by some st.able procedure t.hat involves decoupling of t.he increasing and
decreasing fundament.al modes.) The a.ctual solut.ion can t.hen be expressed as Xi = <I>iz + Xi, where the
vect.or Z E IR II can he found by applying t.he side condit.ions a.nd solving t.he syst.em

(2.8)
(

N+I ) N+IL M;<I>; z =d - L M;x;.
;=J i=J
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It is a known consequence of well conditioning of (2.7) and st.able calculat.ion of <I>j that the n x n coefficient
mat.rix in (2.8) is well conditioned. We can see how this relat.es to our standing assumption by making the
identifications

(The Y defined here is not orthonormal in general, but the stable way in which it is calculated usually
ensures that it spans the null space of WT and is well conditioned.) Note that the well-conditioned coefficient
matrix in (2.8) is simply MY, while well conditioning of the coefficient matrix in (2.7) certainly implies well
conditioning of its row submatrix W, as we show in the next section. Hence, we have shown that Assumption
1 is consistent with the standard notion of well conditioning for the multipoint problem (2.6).

In our problem (1.3), (1.4), we have

M =[ 1111 z ].
[

Al

W=

For the remainder of t.he paper, we use Af and lV t.o refer to t.hese two specific matrices.

3. Some Consequences of Well-Conditioning. The well-conditioning assumpt.ion has some inter
esting consequences for the propert.ies of certain su bmatrices of M and W. Since we are concerned as much
with computationa.l experience in this paper as with theoret.ical issues, we prefer to state and prove our
results in terms of numerical rank rather than exact. rank. We start by dist.inguising these two notions of
rank.

Matrices are rank deficient. when some of their singular values are zero. Numerically rank deficient
matrices are not as easy t.o define. we could take t.he numerical rank to be the number of singular values that
are larer than some small prescribed constant (, where ( is of the oder of unit roundoff u or its square root,
possibly scaled by the largest singular value of the matrix. This definition may not always be satisfying,
however. In t.he case of a cont.inuum or singular values bet.ween u and 1, for inst,ance, there is no obvious place
to draw the line between the "morally zero" values and the "significantly nonzero" values. For our purposes,
we assume all the matrices we deal with show a dear separat.ion between the two classes of singular values.
This assumption is reasonable since matrices t.hat arise in t.his and other applications are often "structurally"
rank deficient; that is, t.iny nonzero singular values arise only from roundoff errors incurred in forming th
matrix or in st.oring it.s element.s on a finite precision comput.er.

Given t.he sma.ll qllant.ity that dist.inguishes la.rge singular values from small ones, we write (Ti = bE if the
rat.io (Tiff is bounded by a moderat.e const.ant, and (Ti «:: 1. We a.lso occasionally use DE to denote a matrix
or vect.or whose norm is of t.he order of (. Using t.his not.a.t.ion, we say that. a t x s matrix C has numerical
rank l' if

while

i= r+ 1, ... ,min(t,s).

In t.he rema.inder of t.he paper, we use nrallk(-) t.o denot.e numerical rank.
\Ve start wit.h some t.echniral results from Ilumericallinea.r algebra. and matrix pert.urbation theory. The

first. result. (ksnibt's t!lC' effect of a rank-one update on till' eigC'llvalues of a symmetric matrix.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G and H be 111 x In symmetric matrices with

H =G+'lCCT ,

where c is a 1lee/or with 11c112 = 1. Then

5

(3.1 )

where the 11,; satisfy

A;(H) = A;(G) + p,;'l, i = 1,2, ... , m"

m

Lit; =1,
;:1

p; ~ 0, i = 1,2, .. . ,m.

If 'l > 0, the following interlacing property holds:

(3.2)

These result.s are well known; Wilkinson [10] cont.ains proofs of bot.h. See [10, pp. 94-97] for a proof of
(3.1) and [10, pp. 103-104] for a proof of (3.2). A slight.ly different. (and more general) interlacing result also
proves to be useful.

THEOREM 3.2. Let C E IRl1Ix .• be a column submatrix of e E IRlnx • with. 0 < 8 < s. Then the singular
11alues 0'; of C are related to the .~ingular lIalues (1; of e by

(3.3) i= 1,2, ... ,8.

Proof Without loss of generalit.y, suppose that C consist.s of t.he first. 8 columns of C, so that we can
parti t,ion e as

e=[c C].

Note t.hat. CT C is t,he leading principal 8 x s submat.rix of eTc. Hence, by Corollary IV.4.3 of Stewart and
Sun [9], we have

i= 1,2, ... ,8.

The result. follows immediat.ely from t.he fact. t.hat (1;(111) = A;(MT M)1/2 for any mat.rix M. 0
A t.hird result relat.es specifically t.o numerical rank; it.s trivial proof is omitted.
LEMMA 3.3. Let C and C be two Inatrices with the same number of rows. Then

llrank( [C C])::; nrank(C) + llrallk(C).

Our final technical result. is simple t.o st.ate, but it.s proof is somewhat complicat.ed and is relegated to
t.he appendix.

THEOREM 3.4. Let A and A be ttllO t x s matrices with 0 < s ::; t and full rank s, and denote their ordered
singular values by 0'1, (12, ... ,(1. and 0'1,0'2, ... ,0'., rcspccti1Jely. Let Y be any t X (t - s) orthonormal matrix
whose columns span the nu.ll space of .4T . Then we Cll1I define an orthonormal matrix Y whose columns span
the null space of AT in such a way that
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Numerical rank deficiency in the leading square principal submatrices of W indicates the presence of
decreasing fundamental modes. If the problem is well conditioned, it is known that such modes must be
regulated by initial conditions. The amount of rank deficiency is directly relat.ed t.o the number of decreasing
modes which, in turn, is related t.o the amount of regulat.ion we expect from the leading part of the coefficient
matrix 111. The following result makes these observat.ions more explicit.

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that some leading In x In submatrix of W (1 ~ I ~ N) is numerically rank
deficient, with. numerical rank In - l' for some r with. 1 5 r < n. Th.en the numerical rank of the partial
coefficient m.atrix IV!] defined by

is a,t least r.
Proof \Ve start. by defining some not.at.ion. Let

(3.4)

where

W= [

wit,h W/2 and WI3 defined accordingly. Also, define

f.!J = [M]+I MI+2

so that. the t.otal coefficient. mat.rix M is partitioned as M = [kh IMI].
By our assumptions on Wll we have

O';(Wld ~ £,

O'i(W/l) = 6e ,

and we can write t.he SVD of lV/l as

i=1,2•... ,In-1..

i = In - l' + 1, ...• In,

(3.5)
In

WI I =LO';(W/l)u;vT,
;=1

where U =[til I tl2/ ... Ittl n ] and V =[VI Iv21 ... IVln] are bot.h orthogonal matrices in RInxln. Now, define
the purified matrix lflIl by

(3.6)
In-r

- "'" r TW/l= ~O';(\tl-/l)l/.;Vi·

i=l

Accordingly, define IV t.o be a. pert.urbation of (3.4) in which It'/I takes t.he place of WlI; that is,

Since lV is well condit.ioned and

(3,7) IIIV - li/IIF = II. t a;(W/l )UiVrll = t O'i(W/I) = be,
,=111-,'+1 F i=ln-r+l
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t.hen lV is also well condit.ioned.
We now const.ruct. an ort.honormal mat.rix Y' of dimension ((N + 1)n. + p) x (n. + p) whose columns span

t.he null space of IV. From (3.5) and (3.6), we have

WIlVj =0,

It. follows t.hat.

and we can choose t.he first. r columns of Y t.o be

i=In-r+l, ... ,In.

i = In - r + 1, ... , In.

The structure of t.he remaining (n + ]J - 1') columns of)? does not. particularly concern us, so we write

~12 ]
Yn '

where

and so on. By Theorem 3.4, we can choose a mat.rix Y whose columns span the nullspace of W in such a
way that

(3.8)
- 2 -

IIY - YIIF S (W )IIW - WIIF.
(Tln-r I1

Because of (3.7) and since, by our definit.ion of numerical rank, we have O'In-r(WI1)""" 1, we conclude from
(3.8) that

Therefore Y has the form

y.~12 + ~£ ] •

22 +(I(

Now, consider t.Ile matrix m. x (n +p) matrix MY, which is well conditioned by our prevailing assumptions.
We have

Ifllrallk(Jl1j) < r, then lll'allk(Jl~!J'5""ll +6() < I' also, and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that llrallk(MY) <
n + p. This assert.ion cont.radict.s well-conditioning, so we must. have llrallk(M1 ) ~ T, and the proof is
complet.e. 0

The following corollary is immediate.
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that some diagonal block AI has 7wmerical rank n - r for some r with

1 ~ 7' :::; n. Then the numerical rank of the matri]" Afl defined in Theorem 3.5 is at least r.
A similar result for the above-diagonal blocks BI rests on a theorem similar to Theorem 3.5 applied to

a difff'rent part of the matrix W.
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COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose that some above-diagonal blod7 B[ has numerical rank n - l' for some r with
1 :::; " :::; n. Then the numerica.l rank of the partial coefficient matrix ifI defined by

!ll[ = [MT+I M[+2 MN+I ]

is at lcast r.
Proof Consider t.he following square submatrix of IV, whose dimension is (N - 1+ l)n:

AN+l

Because nrank(B/) = 71. - r, we have t.ha.t. WI4 is numerically rank deficient. wit.h nrank(W]4) :::; (N - 1+
1)71. - r. Since there are no other nonzeros in t.he columns of W occupied by W14, we can apply the reasoning
of Theorem 3.5 t.o deduce t.hat. the corresponding part. of M-t.he matrix ih, in fact-has numerical rank
at. least. r. 0

We can also st.ate a result. about. t.he paramet.er component.s Fj of t.he matrix in (1.4).
THEOREM 3.8. SUppO.H there are indices I and J with 1 :::; I ~ J :::; N sllch that nrallk(A/) = n - 1'/

and llrallk(BJ) = n - 1'J with r[ + /'J > n. Then the numerical rank of the partial parameter coefficient
matrix defined by

(The zero columns have been omitted since t.hey do not. ent.er int.o I.he argument..) Suppose for contradiction
that. Ilrank(FIJ) < 1'[ + 1'J - n. From Lemma 3.3, we have

lll'allk(WI J )

<

< (n - 1'/) + (n - /'J) + (J - J)n + (1'/ + 1'J - n) = (J - 1+ l)n.

Hence l¥/J is numerically rank deficient. and so, by Lemma 3.3, W is also numerically rank deficient. But
this assert.ion contradict.s well condit.ioning of l'l-r, so we must. have llrallk(FjJ) ~ 1'[ + l'J - n. 0

Finally, we sl,ate a simple result. about. t.he numerical rank of t.he column submatrix of W that our
algorit.hm act.ually operates on.

THEOREM 3.9. Consider the following column submatrix of W, whose dimensions are Nn x (N - l)n:

B I

A2 B2

IV = E IRNnx(N-l)n.

AN-l B N - I

AN
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Then the numerical mn~: of 1:V is at least (N - 2)11 - p.
Proof Trivial consequence of Lemma 3.3. 0

4. The Algorithm. To describe the algorit.hm we consider a slight.ly generalized form of the problem
(1.3),(1.4) in which we add t.he auxiliary constraint.s

(4.1) GjXj + DjXj+l + Ej).. =gj, i = 1,·· ',N,

where Gj, Dj, E j , and gj all have 11j rows. These constraint.s have the same form as the constraints (1.4)
arising from t.he ODE, except. that. the number of rows may vary wit.h t.he stage. They do not usually arise in
the problem as originally posed, but they may appear as a by-product of the recursive reduction process used
by t.he algorithm. Essentially, t.he algorithm proceeds by reducing the problem (1.3),(1.4),(4.1) to a smaller
problem by eliminating approximat.ely half the st.ages Xj, i = 1, .. " N + 1. The reduced problem has exactly
t.he same form (1.3),(1.4),(4.1) but. about half as many stages. This process continues recursively until a
problem wit.h just. two stages (that is, N = 1) is obtained. This problem is solved by using standard linear
least.-squares techniques, and the reduction process is reversed to recover t.he stages that were eliminated
earlier in the process.

The algorithm can be viewed as a generalizat.ion of the cyclic-reduction variant. of the structured-QR
approach described in Wright [II] for two-point boundary value problems. The enhancements we describe
here allow the algorit.hm to deal with possible rank-deficiency in the columns of the constraint matrix of
(1.4). The theory of Sl,ction 2 places a reasonable upper bound on the amount of rank deficiency we can
expect to encounter during the elimination pro<,ess, so proper handling of t.his feat.ure adds to the robustness
of the algorithm wit.hout. great.ly increasing its running time.

4.1. The Simple Case of No Rank Deficiency. The basic step in the algorithm is the elimination of
all or part. of a st.age vect.or a:j+l by expressing it in terms of its neighboring stage vectors and the parameter
vector >.. We start. by describing this process for the case in which t.he problem has no auxiliary constraints
(4.1) and near-rank-deficiency does not. exist. in t.he columns of the const.raint mat.rix in (1.4) that correspond
t.o Xj+l' In this case, all component.s of Xj+l can be eliminated. By extracting t.he t.wo equations that involve
Xi+! from t.he const-raint. syst.em (1.4), we obt.a.in the subsystem

(4.2)

By applying a QR fact.orization, using eit.her Householder transformations or Givens rotations, we obtain

(4.3)
Qj [ A~:I ]= [ ~j ] ,

where Qi is 2n x 211 ort.hogonal and Rj is 71 x n upper triangular. Applying the transformation Qi to all
columns of (4.2), we obt.ain t.he equivalent system

(4.4)
[

~j
Aj

Ri
o

.Ii
Bj

i!j ]
Fi [

hi ]
fj

By our assumption that Ri has full rank (and is, we hope, well condit.ioned), we can e1iminat.e Xi+! by using
the first. block row in (4.1) and writ.e

(4.5)

A redu(ed wnstraint system can be obt.ained by extracting the second block row from (4.4). When this
redun'd system is solved for .rj, ;:i+2, and A, the elillliuated stage ;'j+l can be recowred by a back-substit.ut.ion
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wit.h t.he matrix Ri, according to the formula (4.5). We can also use (4.5) to eliminate ZitI from the objective
funct.ion (1.3). The expression

(4.6)

is transformed to

(4.7)

where

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.8c)

(4.8d)

!VIi
Klit2

Z
d

Mi - Mi+1Ri1Gi

1I1it2 - Mit1 Ri1Ji

Z - MitlRil Hi

d - kf;+IRi1hi.

The process above can also be viewed as a squeezing of the two block rows in (4.2) into the single
row formed by the second equation in (4.4). It. can be carried out. simultaneously for many stages in the
original syst,em (1.4), provided t.hat. no t.wo stages t.hat. we are trying t.o eliminate are adjacent to each other.
The update formulae (4.8) will need t.o be changed when, for example, Xi-I, Xit}, and Xi+3 are all being
eliminated simult.a.neom:ly. If we define R;-2, R;t'2, etc, by replacing i by i - 2 and i + 2 in (4.4) and (4.5),
we obtain

ifi(4.9a)

(4.9b)

(4.9c)

(4.9d)

Ali - M;+IRi1Ci - M;-IRi_12J;-2,

MW2 - Mi+1 Ri 1Ji - Mi+3Ri~2Gi+2'

Z - z - Mi+1 Ri
1
Hi - Mi-1Ri.l2Hi-2 - Mi+3Ri';2Hi+2,

d - d- Mi+1Ri1hi - Mi-1Ri.!2hi-2 - Mi+3Ri';2hit2.

Our approach is to eliminat.e all the even-index stages X2, X4, :Z:6, and t.o obtain a reduced system in the
odd-index variables. If N is even, it is easy to see that. t.he reduced system formed by (4.7) and the second
block row of (4.4) has exactly the form of (1.3),(1.4) where t.he unknowns are Xl,X3,X5,"',XN+I and A.
Formally, if we relabel t.he components for the reduced system as

- del' '
Ai = A 2i - 1,

- def -Ii = hi-I,
- del' '
Z = Z,

we obtain the following reduced problem:

- def -
B; = B2;-1,

- del' '
Al; = M 2i-h

- del' -
d = d,

- del' -
F; = F2i- 1 ,

_ del'
J:i = :Z:U-1,

iii =N/2,

(4.10)

subject to

min
Xl t "'I;rN+1 ,A

Nt1
L ifixi + Z>. - d
;:1

'2

2

(4.11) i= 1,· .. ,N,

where A; and Hi are n x 11 and ft'; is 1/1. X 11.

The eliminat.ion procedure can now be applied in a recursive fal,hion to the reduced system (4.10), (4.11)
t.o obt.ain an even more compact system. Event tlally, we obtain a system with just two st.ages (N = 1), which
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we writ,e as

Zl[~]-d
2

(4.12a) minx" x2,A [ M I M 2

2

(4.12b) [ Al B I F, I [ ~: ] =b·

11

This system can be solved directly by using standard null-space algorithms for equality-constrained linear
least squares problems.

When N is a power of 2, 0111' algorit,hm can be expressed informally as the following recursive routine.

algorithm compress(N, Ai, Ei, F;, fi, M;, Z, d, Xi, >.)

if N = 1
then solve root, problem (4.12) for (XI,XZ, >.);

return XI, X2, >.;
else eliminate Xz, X'1," " J.:N t.o const.ruct. t.he reduced system with data

A;, 8;, i1;, etc., and unknowns X; and >.;
compress(N/2, Ai, Ei, F;, ji, !ll;, Z, d, X;, >.);
set X2;-1 = Xj, i =1"", N /2 + 1; recover J.:2, X4,' ", XN from (4.5);
return Xl, X2, •. " XN+l, >.;

end if.

4.2. The General Case. Note again t,hat, the validity of the algorithm above rests on the invertibility
of the matrices R; that arise whenever we try to eliminate a stage. If the matrix formed by the constraints
(1.4) had full column rank, then the submatrix in (4.3) also has full column rank, so R; is nonsingular. In
general, however, the const.raint system (1.4), (4.1) may not have a coefficient matrix with full column rank.
Hence, we use the term "full ,'ank" to refer to "full row rank" in this context, as we now state formally.

DEFINITION 1. The system of constraints (1. 4), (4.1) is said to h.allf full rank if their coefficien.t matrix,
namely

Al BI FI

.'12 B2 F2

AN EN FN
Cl DI E l

Cz D2 E2

eN DN EN

has fll// row rank.
The basic modification we make to t.he algorithm to handle the more general case is to introduce column

pivoting and rank detection into the QR factorization st.ep (4.3). We assume that Householder QR factor
ization is used, and t.hat before stage i of th!" process (in which all the subdiagonal element.s in column i are
eliminated), the column with largest remaining 2-norl11 among columns i through n is swapped into position
i. The process is described in detail by Goluh and Van Loan [4, Sect.ion 5.4.1]. The result of this strategy is
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that. t.he upper triangular factor R; has t.he following propert.ies:

(4.13)

I(Ri)iil ~ I(Ri)j+I,j+II, j = 1,· .. ,n-1,

I(Ri)iil~I(Ri)ikl. k=j+1, .. ·,n, j=1,"·,n-1.

If Ri is rank deficient., it.s last few diagonals will be zero. We say that Ri has nullity ni if its first n - ni

diagonals are nonzero and t.he last. lli are zero. Because of this property, the nj x ni submatrix in the lower
right. corner of Rj is zero.

We now work t.hrough the eliminat.ion of component.s of Xi+! for the case of Ri rank deficient. Suppose
t.hat we have a problem defined by (1.3),(1.4), and t.he auxiliary const.raint.s (4.1). We introduce column
pivot.ing into the QR factorization process (4.3) t.o yield an orthogonal Qi, and upper triangular Ri, and an
n x n permut.at.ion matrix IIi such that

(4.14) Q, [ A~:, ]fl, = [ ~ ] = [T ~:],
where RP has dimension (n-ni )x(n-ni) and nF has dimension lli Xlli. We choose lli so that (n-ni) is the
approximate column rank of the mat.rix in (4.14). Tn exact arithmetic, lli would be the largest nonnegative
int.eger t.hat. makes R?2 a zero mat.rix. We do not. require R;2 t.o be exactly zero, however, since it is desirable
for reasons of st.abilit.y t.o t.reat. nearly rank-deficient. matrices (for which R;2 t.ends to be "small") in the same
way as exact.ly-rank-deficient. mat.rices. When t.he orthogonal mat.rix Qi is applied t.o t.he whole subsystem
(4.2), we obtain t.he following transformed system.

J.J,
Pl

H;o

np.,
R?2

'l

Ai 0[
01 np
Or 0(4.15)

Not.e t.hat Oi, Ji, Hi, and hi have been row-part.it.ioned according t.o the value of n; detected during the
factorization (4.14).

We use t.he first block of(4.15) t.o eliminat.e the (11- Il.;)-dimensional subvect.or (IITxi+t}l because, by
invertibilit.y of RP, we can writ.e

(4.16)

To preserve the regular structure of t.he const.raints (1.4), in which each of the coefficient blocks Ai and Bi
is square, we transfer t.he remaining subvect.or (I1T;/:;+1)2 to t.he paramet.er vect.or. That is, we define a new
paramet.er vector .x as

(4.17)

Aft.er t.his elimination and reclassificat.ion, the expression (4.6) is transformed t.o

(4.18)

where

(4.19a) 11'1; .-

(4.19b) "-1;+2
(4.19c) Z

(4.1 9d) (1

'" + AI-x· + AI'+2J:-+,> + ... + z.x - cil 1. ,. ,_ ,

M; - (M;+lIl;)I(RP)-IGf

Mi+2 - (Mi+1fl;)I(R!I)-IJ/

[ Z - (Mi+1fld(R!I)-lllll (Mi+lllif - (Mi+III;)I(RfI)-IRf2 ]

d - (i\f;+ 1 n;) 1(n! I ) -I hI.
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Here, (lIfi+1IIi)1 refers t.o t.he first. n-ni columns of Mi+1IIi, while (Mi+1IIi)2 refers to the last ni columns.
The sf'cond block row of (4.15) becomes part. of an auxiliary constraint. of t.he form (4.1). Writing it out

explicit.ly, we obt.ain

(4.20)

Since Xi and Xi+2 are adjacent stages in the reduced system, (4.20) does indeed have the form (4.1). This
const.raint is merged wit.h t.he ot.her auxiliary const.raint.s involving Xi+l. The const.raint

CiXi + Di X i+l + Ei>' =gi

t.ransforms to

(4.21 )

where

Ci =
Di =
Ei =
gi =

Ci - (DiII;)I(RI1)-IGl,

-(DiII;)1 (RJ! )-I.1l,

[ Ei - (Di II i)I(RJI)-llIl I (Di Il;)2 - (DiIIi)I(RfI)-1 RF ]

gi - (DiBi)I(R!I)-lh).

Similarly, the next. auxiliary const.raint.

t.ransforms to

(4.22)

where

Ci+l -(Ci +1 TI;)I(RJI)-IGL

Di+l Di+1 - (Ci+IITi)I(RJ!)-IJ/,

£i+l = [Ei+1 - (C;+IIIi)I(RJ!)-IHll (Ci+1IIi)2 - (Ci+l IIi)1 (RfI)-IRI 2
],

gi+l = 9i+l - (Ci+1II;)I(RI 1)-lhI·

The auxiliary const.raint for t.he reduced syst.em is obt.ained by aggregat.ing (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22). The
third block row in (4.15) contribut.es t.he regular const.raint, of t.he form (1.4) t.o t.he reduced system, namely

(4.23)

As in t.he simple case of Sect.ion 4.1, any \.wo nOll-adjacent. st.ages can be eliminated concurrently, so our
strategy is to eliminat.e t.he even st.ages X2, X4, and so 011. (If N is odd, the final stage--stage N + I-is not
eliminated, however.) The reduced syst.em obt.ained from this process has N = L(N + 1)/2J stages, where
L·J denotes the int.eger part.. The unknowns in t.he reduced syst.em are

(4.24) • def
Xi = X2i-l, i = 1," .N,

As an example, Table 4.1 illust.rates t.he cyclic reduct.ioll process for a syst.em which originally has N =10.
Generalizing t.he special-case algorithm of t.Iw pn>vious section, we state the full algorit.hm as follows.
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TABLE 4.1
Cyclic Reduction Schedule for a system lLIith N =10

Level N Eliminat.ed Stages Ret.ained St.ages N
0 10 X2, X4, X6, J:8, X10 X1,X3,XS,X7,X9,XII 5
1 5 X2,X4 Xl, X3, Xs, X6 3
2 3 X2 X1,X3,X4 2
3 2 X2 Xl, x3 1
4 1 root problem

algoritlull compress(N, A;, B;, F;, fi, Mi, Z, el, Gi, Di, E;, g;, Xi, A)

if N =1
then solve root. problem for (Xl, x2, A);

return xl, J'2, A;
else N ~ l(N + 1)/2J;

eliminat.e X2, ;1:4,' .. t.o consh'ud the reduced syst.em wit.h dat.a
Ai, Bi, A71i, etc., and unknowns i:i and ~;

compress(N, A;, B i , Fi , j;, ifi, Z, el, 6;, Di, E;, iii, Xi));

extract. component.s of ;1'; and ,\ from t.he reduced solut.ion (x;, ~);

recowr t.he remaining component.s of .1'; by using (4.16);
return X1,X2,"',J'N+l,A;

end if.

The root, problem for (Xl, X2, A) has t.he form (4.12) with t.he auxiliary const.raint

14

(4.25)

(4.26)

Not.e tha.t. the number of "extra" paramet.ers int.roduced at each level of the recursive process is equal to the
sum of the dimensions of t.he matrices R[2 creat.ed at each level. Therefore, t.he number of additional global
parameters in the root problem equals t.he tot.al amount of rank deficiency encount.ered during t.he recursive
reduction process.

How effect.ive is t.he QR. column pivot.ing st.rakgy (1.14) in det.ermining t.he column rank of the submatrix

[
B; ]?

A;+l .

As not.ed, we can only expect the submat.rix R.[2 from (4.14) to be exactly zero if the column rank of (4.26)
is n - !/.i and exact. arithmet.ic is performed. In act,ual comput.ations, we would hope that if (4.26) is only
a small pert.urbat.ion away from a rank-(n - ni) mat.rix, then t.he element.s of R}2 would t.end to be much
smaller than t.hose of RI 1 • In part.icular, becaus(' of t.he properties (4.13), we might. expect

(4.27)

The st.rategy used in LAPACK (and in our code) for det.ermining the rank of (4.26) is to maintain estimates
of the smallest. and largest singular values of t.he columns of (4.26), which are updated after each stage of
t.he QR factorization. Suppose t.hat the rat.io of t.he smaller value t.o t.he larger stays above some threshold t:

for stages 1,2, .. " k - 1 of the factorizat.ion hut. falls below f a.ft.er the k-t,h column is processed. The mat.rix
is then deemed to have numeriral rank k - 1, that. is. 11; is set to (n - ~~ + 1).

This strategy for rank dett'l'mination is reliahlt> hut. not foolproof. In applications that require a high
degree of reliahility, rank-rewilling QR factorizations (see, for example, Chan [2]) can be used. For most
purposes, including ours, t.he strategy described in tl1(' previous paragraph is sutlicient..
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We dose this section with a discussion of the total amount of rank deficiency (i.e. the number of
addit.ional parameters) that arises during the reduction process. If the root problem contains D(N) extra
parameters, then t.here would be litt.le point, in performing t.he reduction, since the root problem would be
similar in size to the original problem while possessing less exploitable structure. As we show here, we expect
the number of addit.ional parameters not to exceed flog2 Nl{n + p), and even this estimate is pessimistic.
Hence, our algorithm is worth using when N is sufficient.ly large with respect to 11. and p. This bound rests
on an assumption that the columns pivoting strategy discussed above effectively reveals the the numerical
rank.

To start with, we seek an upper bound on the amount. of rank deficiency detected during the first stage
of the factorization process. Assume for simplicity that N is even. Our algorithm performs QR factorization
with column pivoting to alternate block columns of the matrix W of Theorem 3.9. To demonstrate this
claim, let us rearrange and partition W as follows:

=[GIH],

where G is N 71 X ~ N 71 and If has dimension N 11. x (~N - 1)11.. The first, stage of the algorithm actually
performs QR factorization with column pivoting on the entire suhmatrix G. (The 211. x 71 blocks along the
diagonal of G do not interact numcI'ically during t.his factOJ'ization process, except that the column ordering
becomes jumbled.) Since, by Theorem 3.9, the numerical rank of W is at least, (N -1)71 - (n + p), and since
the numerical rank of H cannot exceed its number of columns (tN - 1)71, we have from Lemma 3.3 that

nral1k(G) ~ l1rank(W) - l1rank(H) ~ (N - 1)71 - (11. + p) - (tN - l)n =tNn - (n + p).

We deduce that at most n + p small diagonals appear during the factorization, so no more than n +p extra
parameters are added during the first st.age.

We look now at. the mat.rix t.o be factored during t.he second stage. Aft,er the Q factor for G is applied
to the whole matrix IV and some row reanangement. is performed, we obtain

RI J 1

R3 G3 h
Rs Gs J5

(4.28) PQT [ G I If ] = [ ~ It 2 ] ,B) =
..13 B3

As Bs

where the Ri' Ji' Hi, etc., blocks are generatl'd during the factorizat.ion (see (4.4». Note that the matrix W2

has exactly t,he same form as the original fV, bnt about. halfas many blocks. Its dimension is tNnx (tN -1)71.
Since the upper part.ition [ R I J ] of (4.28) is ~Nn x (N - 1)n, we can apply Lemma 3.3 agam to deduce
that

nrank( ~l!2 ) nrank( [ 0 I ~tr2 1)
> 11l'ank(ltr ) - nrallk([ R I .J ])

> (N - l)n - (n + p) - ~Nn =ON - 1)17 - (11. + p).
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The second stage of our algorit.hm proceeds as wit.h the first, except that we operate on W2 instead of W.
Theorem 3.9 can be applied again to deduce that at most another 11 + P small diagonals may be produced at
this stage, adding at most another n+p parameters to the reduced problem. This logic applies recursively-at
most n + p parameters are ad ded at each st.age-so t.he total upper bound is f1og2 Nl (n +p), as claimed.

5. Computational Results. Using the MPI (message-passing interface) parallel programming tools
(see Gropp, Lusk, and SkjeJlum [5]) we have developed a portable implementation of the algorithm of Section
4.2. We report here on computational experience with the code on the IBM Sp scalable POWER-parallel
system at. Argonne National Laboratory. This system is a message-passing distributed-memory computer
with 128 processors. Each process is equipped wit.h xxx MB of memory and xGB of local disk space, and
has a peak processing speed of xxx Mflops. To communicat,e data between nodes, the machine uses a
high-performance switch which has a latency of xx microseconds and a transmission rate of x.x MB/sec.

At, present, our code executes on 2k processors, where 1..: is any nonnegative integer. Each processor
is assigned an equal number of block rows, and each executes the algorithm COlupress until its own part
of the problem is reduced to a single-stage problem with an auxiliary consstraint of the form (4.1). No
comm\mication between nodes is needed during this initial reduct.ion phase. In the second phase, the single
rows of dat.a on each proc.essor are combined, by using the classic binary tree communication pattern. At
the top level of t.his tree, the odd-numbered nodes 1,3,5" .. pass their data to their left-neighboring even
numbered nodes 0,2,4,· ". The even nodes I.hen combine t.he two st.ages of data into a single stage. The
process cont.inues recursively, exactly as desrribed in Sect.ion 4.2. At the next level, the nodes 2,6,10,· ..
pass their dat.a to nodes 0,4,8,,,,, respectively. J?inally, t.he 1'001. problem (4.12),(4.25) is solved on node 0.
The binary tree combination pl'ocess is t.hen inverted to recover the various components Xi of the solution.
Figure ??? (to be inserted) illustrates the binary tree combination process for a system of four processors.

Our implementation treated the matrices in (1.3),(1.4) as dense. LAPACK library routines were called
where possible to perform t.he dense mat.rix manipulat.ions. Our routine for the column-pivoting QR factor
izat.ion was based on an LAPACK rout.ine, modified t.o det.ect near-degeneracy t.o a user-specified tolerance.

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 give comput.at.ional result.s for randomly-generated data. The purpose of these
tests was to check the speed of t.he method for problems of a reasonable size and to show that the deterioration
due to int.erprocessor communicat.ion is not. t.oo great,. For these tests we use the "scaled speedup" approach
of increasing t.he problem size in direct proportion t.o the number of processors, so that the amount of data
per processor is held fixed. In our case, 100 stages of the problem were assigned to each processor. We chose
the other parameters in t.he problem as n = 20, m = 20, and p (t.he number of rows of the M i ) was set to
45, giving a slightly overdet.ermined set of side condit.ions.

need to replace with Table 5.3 and alloth(7' table for rank-deficient problems on the IBM-SP.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.3, t.he original problem had t.he form (1.3),(1.4) wit.h all matrices Ai, Bi, Fi, Mi,

and Z dense. There was no rank-deficiency, so t.hat. t.he "simple case" of eliminat.ion described in Section
4.1 suflices t.hroughout. As can be observed from t.he tables, the execut.ion times grow only slowly with
the number of processors. If "perfect" speedup was at.t.ained, these times would remain constant; the time
increase arises from t.he int.er-processor communication during the binary-tree phase of the compression
process, and from t.he fact t.hat. most processors are idle for some fraction of this phase.

In Tabl(' 5.2, some rank-deficiency was int.l'Odllced int.o the first part.it.ion in t.he problem, to test that
our technique for handling the general case (Sect.ion 4.2) was properly implement,ed. Correct answers were
obt.ained, and the slight. load imbalance ment.ioned above had only minor effects on execution t.imes.

talk aboltt absolute exeClttion speed in tC1'1ns of megaflops.

A. Useful results from 1l\11uel'icallillear algebra. Here we prove some t.echnical results that are
used in Section 3. These are largely a cons('qllence of resu It.s from in Stewart. and Sun [9], an excellent source
for material on mat.rix perturbations. In quot.ing definitions and t.heorems from this book, we often restrict
ourselves t.o special cases that are sufficient for ollr purposes.

A notational not.e: For any t x s matrix X, we use 'R.(X) t.o denot.e the range space of X (the subspace
of IR t spanned by the columns of X).

The following t1worem and definitions serve t.o (fpfine some t.erms.
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TABLE 5.1
Timing ReslJ.lts for Touchstone Delta, Random Problems, Full Ra.nl" N =100 per processor, n =20, m =20, p =45

processors time (seconds)
1 7.28
2 7.38
4 7.48
8 7.56
16 7.92
32 8.02
64 8.09
128 8.20
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TABLE 5.2
Timing Results Jor Touchstone Delta, Ra.ndom Problems, RanA, Deficient in First Partition, N = 100 per processor,

n =20, m =20, p =45

processors time (seconds)
1 7.30
2 7.38
4 7.49
8 7.59
16 7.68
32 7.77

TABLE 5.3
Timing Results for /BlIl SI', Random Pro/./cms, Full Rank, N =100 per processor, n =20, m =20, p = 45

PI'OCl"ssors t.ime (seconds)
1 2.04
2 2.07
4 2.14
8 2.17
16 2.29
32 2.35
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THEOREM A.I. Let X and Y be t x s real matrices with s :::; t and full rank s. If2s:::; t, there is a txt
orthogonal matri2: Q such that

[ 0
10 ]n(QX) is spanned by t.he columns of

'R-(QY) i, ,panned by the wlumn, of [~],

where rand E are both diagonal matrices with

(A.la)

(A.Ib)

(A.Ic)

r = diag(-n, ... ,'Y.),

o~ 'Y1 :::; ... :::; 'Y. :::; 1,

'Yf + Pl = 1,

E =diag(p1, ... , /ls),

1 ~ P'l ~ ~ /ls ~ 0,

i =1,2, , s.

On the other h.and, if 28 > t, there is a txt orthogonal matrix Q such. that

[0
10 O~]R.(QX) is spanned by t.he columns of

'R-(QY) ;, ,panned hy '.he cohnnn, of [~ !],
where rand E are diagona.l matrices of dimension t - s with

(A.2a)

(A.2b)

(A.2c)

r = diag("n,···, 'Yt-8),

o:::; 1'1 ~ ... :::; 'Yt-. :::; 1,

'Yi + Jlr = 1,

E = diag(/ll, ... , /1·t-8),

1 ~ PI ~ ... ~ Jlt-s ~ 0,
i=I,2, ... ,t-s.

Proof See St.ewaJ·t. and Sun [9, Theorem 1.5.2]. 0
Not.e t.hat. t.he quant.it.ies rand E are propert.ies of t.he subspace pair (n(X), n(Y)) and are independent

of t.he specific represent.ation in t.erms of X and Y. lIenee, in the following definit.ion, it is reasonable to talk
in t.erms of subspaces rat.her j.han matrices.

DEFINITION 2. Let.l' and Yare any l'wo subspaces of IR t with common dimension w. The matrix of
canonical angles <I> between.1' and Y is

<fl = sin E,

where E is the matri2: from Theorem A.l; that is, the diagonal Inatrix of dimension min(s,t - s) whose
diagonal ele11lent.~ are sinll.j, i = 1,2, ... , min(s, t - s).

It. is easy to show that. t.he matrix of canonical angles bet.ween t.wo subspaces ..r and Y is the same as
bet.ween t.heir complement.s.1'.l and y.t.

\Ve are now rea.dy to prove Theorem 3.4
Proof of Theorem 3.4· \Ve prove tlw t.Iworcm only for the case of 2s :::; t, since t.he proof for 28 > t is

simila.r.
Denote t.he SVD of A by

(A.3) [ ~;~ ] AV = [ ~ ] ,
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where [II is t x 5, U2 is t x (t - S), V is s x 5, and A = diag(O"I, 0"2 •.•. , O"s). Denot.e t.he SVD of A, partitioned
conforma.lly wit.h (A.3), by

[
-T ] [ - ]UI - - _ AVr AV - 0 .

(Not.e t.hat n(U2 ) and n(V2 ) span the null spaces of AT and AT, respectively.) We now apply Theorem
VA.I of St.ewart. and Sun [9] (at.tributed to Wedin), identifying A, A, a.nd O"s with A, A, and 6, respectively,
in the sta.tement of that theorem. We obtain

(AA)

where

R =AV - UjA, -TS =A [II - VA,

and ~ is the matrix of ranonira) angles between the Sll bspaces n( [12) and 'R.(V2). Now

IIRIIF

= IIUT
(A\' + UIA)IIF = IIUT

AV + [IT(A - A)V + [ ~ ] II = lIuT (A - A)VIIF = IIA - AIIF'

while, similarly,

Hence from (AA), we have

(A.5) V2-II sin ~IIF S-IIA - AIIF.
0",.

From Theorem A.I we deduce that there is a txt orthogonal matrix Q such that

(A.6a)

(A.6b)

[ ~I ]'R.(Qlf2 ) is spanned by the columns of

1l(QU,) i, 'p"mod by t.h, wlumn, of [~],

where E = sin ~ by Definition 2, and E and r are diagonal matrices with dimension s whose properties are
described in Theorem A.I. R.ecall that. Y is our rhosen matrix whose columns span n(02) (the null space of
jF). Since n(Q02) ="R.(QY), we have from (A.6a) that there is an s x s nonsingular matrix T such that

(A.7)

In fact, T is orthogonal since Q and Yare orthonormal. We now define ollr matrix Y to be

(A.8)
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It. is easy to verify, IIsing (A.I), t.hat Y is orthonormal. To check that. it.s columns span 1(.(U2 ). not.e t.hat

Hence, from (A.7) and (A.8), we obtain
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[ r;OI]T
F

IIY - }'I!F = QT :...

Now since ')'j and crj have t.he propert.ies described in (A.I), we have

Hence, from (A.5), we obt.a.in

proving t.he result.. 0
Cont.ent.-Lengt.h: 2335 X-Lines: 63 St.at.lls: no
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